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 The work was written in 1950 and first performed in Madrid on 6 December 1951. The title of the concerto is a line from
Byron's 1814 poem Childe Harold's Pilgrimage: "My thoughts, like distant storm-clouds, roll on." Composition Fantasía para un

gentilhombre was written in 1950 and first performed in Madrid on 6 December 1951. The piece was commissioned by the
violinist Henryk Szeryng. The score was dedicated to the violinist and conductor Ernest Ansermet. Structure Fantasía for a

Gentleman is scored for a solo guitar and an orchestra comprising two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns,
two trumpets, timpani, harp, and strings. The work is in three movements and takes roughly 15 minutes to perform. The first

movement is in sonata form and, like the second and third movements, is in sonata-allegro form. The work consists of the
following sections: Presto Andante tranquillo According to the composer, the work can be performed either as a solo piece or a
suite. Reception Fantasía for a Gentleman was praised by critics. Reviews compared the work to other Spanish composers such
as Rafael Pérez Turró and Federico Moreno Torroba. As a composer, the music critic Pere Gimferrer wrote, "Rodrigo's latest

composition is entirely characteristic of him: light and supple, adorned with pure phrases that glitter and sparkle in the landscape
of the world." References Sources External links Category:Compositions by Joaquín Rodrigo Category:Concertos by Joaquín

Rodrigo Category:1950 compositions Category:Compositions for solo guitar Category:Compositions for guitar and orchestraQ:
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